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This easy-to-read text focuses on challenges in coverage control in sensor networks, examines fundamental coverage problems, and presents the most recent advances and techniques in the field. Features: provides an introduction to sensors, sensor nodes, sensor networks, and sensor coverage models; supplies an informal definition and taxonomy for network-wide coverage control; explores the node placement optimization problem for coverage configuration before network deployment; investigates the coverage lifetime maximization problem by controlling coverage characteristics in a randomly deployed network; discusses the critical sensor-density problem for coverage configuration before network deployment; examines the sensor-activity scheduling problem of controlling network coverage characteristics in a randomly deployed network; introduces the node movement strategy problem for sensor networks containing mobile nodes; presents the challenges of building intrusion barriers and finding penetration paths.
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Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2012

	A Fruitful Field for Researching Data Mining Methodology and for Solving Real-Life Problems

	Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications collects recent results from this specialized area of data mining that have previously been scattered in the literature, making them more accessible to...
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Python Essential Reference (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Python Essential Reference, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to the Python programming language. Designed for programmers, it covers the core language, more than 100 modules in the standard library, and the techniques used to extend Python with compiled procedures in C or C++. Coverage expands upon and clarifies existing Python...
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Artificial Intelligence for Maximizing Content Based Image Retrieval (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008

	The increasing trend of multimedia data use is likely to accelerate creating an urgent need of providing a clear means of capturing, storing, indexing, retrieving, analyzing, and summarizing data through image data.


	Artificial Intelligence for Maximizing Content Based Image Retrieval discusses major aspects of content-based...
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Signal Integrity and Radiated Emission of High-Speed Digital SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Before putting digital systems for information technology or telecommunication applications on the market, an essential requirement is to perform tests in order to comply with the limits of radiated emission imposed by the standards.


	This book provides an investigation into signal integrity (SI) and electromagnetic interference...
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Visual Modeling with Rational Rose 2000 and UMLAddison Wesley, 1999
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) offers standard semantics and notation for describing object structure and behavior and has emerged as the design medium of choice for developing large-scale distributed object applications.  Augmented by the Rational Unified Process, an extensive set of software development guidelines, and the Rational Rose...
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Esthetic Soft Tissue Management of Teeth and ImplantsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book offers a step-by-step guide to success in periodontics and implant dentistry, helping clinicians to create a natural and esthetically pleasing smile for their patients. Starting with a general discussion of facial esthetics and analyzing the dento-gingival constituents of the smile, the book goes on to consider the impact of these...
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